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Executive Summary

In the United States, both the semiconductor industry and the government are engaged in ambitious plans to expand domestic semiconductor manufacturing capacity. Previous CSET research has covered in detail these efforts to “re-shore” this manufacturing.¹ The research found that the Creating Helpful Incentives to Produce Semiconductors (CHIPS) for America Act incentives, if carefully targeted and augmented by adequate regulatory and workforce support, could reverse the observable decline in U.S. semiconductor manufacturing capacity since 1990. This paper expands on that work and argues that targeted investment incentives to increase U.S.-based advanced packaging capacity are also important. Historically, packaging was viewed as a labor-intensive and low value-added “back-end” activity (as opposed to high value-added “front-end” semiconductor fabrication). As a result, firms offshored these activities to overseas locations, primarily in Asia. Two macro trends are driving a change in how packaging is viewed:

- First, firms increasingly recognize how important packaging is to processing power, particularly as Moore’s Law slows. As a result, firms are investing large amounts of capital to develop equipment, materials, and systems that support the advanced packaging ecosystem.

- Second, innovation in advanced packaging will be a key determinant of the depth and breadth of innovation in other emerging technologies.

This paper’s key findings and recommendations include:

Leadership in advanced packaging is essential for future semiconductor industry competitiveness. As the limits of Moore’s Law are reached, advances in packaging are increasingly essential to maintain innovation roadmaps and improve system performance.

There is limited semiconductor packaging capacity in the United States, and the associated ecosystem is lacking. The global semiconductor industry has continued a multi-decade trend of locating most assembly, test, and packaging facilities in Asia. Likewise, the packaging ecosystem is concentrated in Asia. The result of these investments is a dearth of packaging capacity in the United States, and the trend extends to advanced packaging.

Re-shoring advanced packaging is essential to increase semiconductor supply chain security. Increasing U.S. semiconductor supply chain resilience is an economic and national security priority. The United States needs to increase domestic capacity in
both semiconductor manufacturing and advanced packaging. Multiple provisions within the CHIPS Act authorize, but do not require, funds to be directed toward advanced packaging projects. Funds should be targeted to incentivize these steps and the resilience of the associated ecosystem (for example, substrates).

The current focus on increasing the capacity for advanced semiconductor fabrication should be paired with a concurrent emphasis on U.S.-based advanced packaging. The CHIPS Act rightly focuses on increasing domestic semiconductor fabrication. The United States should also use funds made available by this legislation to increase the advanced packaging that integrated device manufacturers (IDMs) and foundries provide. This can be accomplished by favoring fabrication project proposals that include co-located packaging facilities.

The United States should create and implement programs to increase domestic advanced packaging innovation. Improvements in advanced packaging will partially dictate future semiconductor industry leadership. Innovations will occur in areas such as chiplets, wafer-level packaging, and packaging equipment automation. The United States can and should make investments and provide incentives to ensure continued semiconductor industry leadership in these areas.
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Introduction

“Packaging” is the process of protecting and connecting finished semiconductors (“chips”). After a chip is fabricated in a semiconductor factory (“fab”), it needs to be protected and attached to a printed circuit board (PCB) to function in an electronic device such as a smartphone. Advanced packaging is a subset of traditional packaging and involves “a collection of approaches for combining chips into packages, resulting in lower power consumption and lower cost.” Historically, packaging was viewed as a labor-intensive and low value-added back-end activity (as opposed to high value-added front-end semiconductor fabrication). As a result, firms offshored these activities to overseas locations, primarily in Asia. Two factors are driving a change in how packaging is viewed:

First, firms increasingly recognize how important packaging is to processing power, particularly as Moore’s Law slows. As a result, firms are investing large amounts of capital to develop equipment, materials, and systems that support the advanced packaging ecosystem. Packaging was historically seen as a necessity to maintain the functionality of semiconductors. Advanced packaging is increasingly viewed as an opportunity to advance the leading edge in semiconductor technologies.

Packaging is becoming a bottleneck to semiconductor innovation because “densities of transistors in logic and memory chips have continued to increase exponentially, but the density of interconnects [wires] between logic and memory—governed by packaging—have increased at a much slower rate, leading to communication bottlenecks between chips.” The semiconductor industry has focused fewer resources on addressing this problem in favor of continuing traditional complementary metal-oxide semiconductor scaling as dictated by Moore’s Law. However, as transistor density reaches physical limits, the industry seeks novel ways to increase chip performance. New packaging techniques promise to increase interconnect density, which will accelerate signal speed and reduce energy requirements.

Advanced packaging has entered the mainstream of the semiconductor industry. Leading firms are placing multi-billion-dollar bets on advanced packaging, and the technologies are poised to see adoption across a wide variety of electronic systems. Leading firms are attempting to cement their positions through strategic investments in advanced packaging today that will preclude competition tomorrow. Notably, these investments increasingly focus on automating the packaging process. Investments that develop packaging automation change the economic calculations that companies face when considering where to establish or expand packaging operations. As factories become more automated, labor costs become less of a factor in determining where to
establish facilities. This trend is potentially favorable for U.S. re-shoring efforts, and the change has important implications, given ongoing unease among U.S. policymakers about the security of the semiconductor supply chain. Policymakers should craft incentives to re-shore advanced packaging capacity with these changing costs in mind.

Second, innovation in advanced packaging will be a key determinant of the depth and breadth of innovation in other emerging technologies. Currently, advanced packaging technologies are predominantly used in mobile and consumer electronic applications. Increasingly, however, these technologies will see widespread adoption in cloud computing, medical, automotive, and aerospace applications. Advances in packaging amplify improvements in transistor density, and improvements in transistor performance have important implications for firm leadership in a wide variety of emerging technologies. Firms that lead in advanced packaging, along with systems that lead in incorporating advanced packaged technologies, will enjoy asymmetric performance advantages in the short and medium term.

In support of the aforementioned arguments, this paper consists of four sections:

- **The first section** provides background on semiconductor packaging and advanced packaging: what it is, how it is done, and why it matters. Packaging’s growing importance is detailed, and leading suppliers and consumers identified.

- **The second section** describes current U.S. efforts related to advanced packaging and key considerations.

- **The third section** summarizes findings and provides recommendations.

- The **Appendix** provides more granular information about advanced packaging supply and demand, including Chinese, East Asian, and U.S. firm leadership in semiconductor advanced packaging materials, equipment, and services.
Background

What Is Packaging and Why Does It Matter?

The process of semiconductor production involves three general steps: design; fabrication; and assembly, test, and packaging (ATP). After individual components have been designed and then fabricated on silicon wafers, ATP involves the use of specialized equipment and materials to dice the wafers into individual chips (assembly), test the chips for operability (test), and finally package them onto a larger device (packaging) to protect and enable their functionality. While ATP represents discrete steps in the semiconductor fabrication process, they are generally carried out sequentially, frequently by the same firms using the same facilities in the same region(s) of the world. This paper, while focused on advanced packaging specifically, also discusses assembly and test to the extent that both relate to packaging.

Figure 1. Electronics System Integration and Packaging

As Figure 1 shows, semiconductor packaging provides two benefits: (1) it protects finished chips against threats such as mechanical impact, chemical contamination, radiation, heat, and/or light exposure, all of which can upset the functionality of an integrated circuit; and (2) it provides a means of connecting an integrated circuit to the
external environment, such as a PCB, via balls, wires, or pins. These connections enable a device’s functionality. Semiconductor packaging is an intermediate stage between manufacturing chips on silicon wafers and their incorporation into finished electronic devices such as smartphones.

Advanced packaging refers to a subset of conventional semiconductor packaging that uses novel techniques and materials to increase integrated circuit performance, power, modularity, and durability. These advanced packages have a variety of benefits: lower latency, increased bandwidth, better efficiency and power delivery, and higher input/output density. 7

Figure 2. Electronic Packaging Evolution from 1970s to Present


Over time, manufacturers have employed different types of packaging techniques depending on the system into which the integrated circuits are incorporated (Figure 2). Integrated circuits destined for end use in a mobile phone have different packaging requirements (e.g., speed, size, and weight) than integrated circuits designed to be used in a satellite (e.g., radiation tolerance, resilience in extreme temperatures). Advanced packaging of electronics is particularly valued by customers in the mobile/consumer electronics market, given the unique performance requirements of their electronic systems. 8

There are about 1,000 different package types available to semiconductor manufacturers. 9 Package types are differentiated and segmented by interconnect type. Interconnects are what connects one finished semiconductor chip to another in a package. The purpose of interconnects is to transmit electronic signals between
semiconductors and PCBs quickly and accurately. More advanced packaging techniques are associated with a decrease in package size and power consumption along with an increase the density of interconnects (known as the input/output count).

Figure 3. Combined Timeline of Front-End vs. Back-End Technology Node Development and Packaging Revenue

![Combined Timeline of Front-End vs. Back-End Technology Node Development and Packaging Revenue](image)


The most common interconnect types used in packaging today are wire bonds (in which minuscule wires connect a chip to a PCB to transfer electronic signals). The challenge with wire bonds is that their size did not scale down at the same pace as did transistor density (Figure 3), meaning transistors contained more processing power than the wires were capable of communicating. Advanced packaging attempts to solve this problem by using new or novel interconnect approaches such as “bumps,” “balls,” or “wafer-level packaging” rather than wires to connect chips. This minimizes package size and maximizes performance at steady to declining costs. Table 1 presents a non-exhaustive list of advanced packaging technologies, some of which are described in greater detail below.
### Table 1. Types of Advanced Packaging Technologies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advanced Packaging Technology</th>
<th>Notable Sub-segment(s)</th>
<th>Advanced Packaging Wafer Split, 2020</th>
<th>Wafer Split Compound Annual Growth Rate, 2019–25</th>
<th>Leading Firms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flip-Chip</td>
<td>Chip Scale Package (FC-CSP)</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>ASE, Amkor, TSMC, JCET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ball Grid Array (FC-BGA)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OSATs: ASE, Amkor, JCET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2D, 2.5D, 3D Stacking</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>Intel, TSMC, Samsung, SK Hynix, Sony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fan-Out</td>
<td>Wafer-Level Packaging (FO-WLP)</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>TSMC, ASE, JCET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Panel-Level Packaging (FO-PLP)</td>
<td></td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>Samsung, PTI, ASE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fan-In</td>
<td>Wafer-Level Packaging (FI-WLP)</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>ASE, Amkor, TSMC, JCET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embedded Die/System in Package (SiP)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>ASE, SEMCO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


### The Growing Importance of Advanced Packaging

Growth in the advanced packaging market is a testament to its increasing importance for both consumers and producers of semiconductors. The overall packaging market’s value in 2014 stood at $53.2 billion, with advanced packaging accounting for $20.2 billion (38 percent) of that total. By 2024, estimates suggest the overall packaging
market’s value will be around $96.1 billion, with advanced packaging accounting for $48.2 billion (50 percent) of that total.\textsuperscript{10} Some industry estimates are even more optimistic, observing that the advanced packaging market’s value stood at $24.9 billion in 2019, and forecasting growth to $73.3 billion in 2027 (a 12.1 percent compound annual growth rate).\textsuperscript{11}

Worldwide, the number of wafers destined for advanced packaging as opposed to conventional packaging (the “wafer split”) stood at 19 percent versus 81 percent in 2014. This differential is expected to change significantly in the coming years due to the growing importance of advanced packaging. By 2026, analysts anticipate that the wafer split between advanced and traditional packaging will be 35 percent versus 65 percent.\textsuperscript{12} This doubling of advanced packaging’s share of wafers is partially due to the fact that the value of an advanced packaging wafer is double that of a traditionally packaged wafer, resulting in a high profit margin for manufacturers.\textsuperscript{13} The reason for this high value is the increased performance associated with chips that have been packaged using advanced techniques. High profit margins coupled with increased performance have resulted in substantial investments by established and emerging companies keen to enter this market.

As demand for semiconductor content increases, there is a commensurate demand for advanced packaging services. The mobile consumer electronics market has historically been the primary consumer of advanced packaging products. More recently, electronic devices supporting telecommunications and infrastructure, as well as automotive and transportation use cases, have started to include advanced packaging in their technology roadmaps. Mobile and consumer accounted for 71 percent of the advanced packaging market by revenue in 2020, followed by telecommunications and infrastructure (20 percent) and automotive and transportation (7 percent).\textsuperscript{14} Aerospace/defense and medical/industrial are other small but growing consumers of advanced packaging.\textsuperscript{15}

Increasingly, the importance of advanced packaging is recognized by a variety of firms, in markets ranging from consumer electronics to auto manufacturing to high performance computing. Firms such as Apple and AMD partner with TSMC for foundry services and have expanded their partnerships to include advanced packaging services. One example of this is the Apple S4 Watch, which makes use of an advanced packaging technique known as System in Package (SiP) to achieve a 37 percent package area reduction, without any reduction in performance.\textsuperscript{16} One leading outsourced semiconductor assembly and test (OSAT) firm, Amkor, reported that Apple alone accounted for 14.5 percent of its total revenue in 2020.\textsuperscript{17} Similarly, automotive firms such Tesla use TSMC to manufacture their self-driving chips as well as package...
them. There are also reports that TSMC and Intel will soon be using advanced packaging processes for some of their high performance computing and AI accelerator applications.

**Who Performs Packaging: OSATs, IDMs, and Foundries**

Semiconductor design; fabrication; and assembly, testing, and packaging can occur in a single firm—an integrated device manufacturer—or in separate companies, where a chip design (“fabless”) firm designs and sells the chip and purchases fabrication services from a contract chipmaker (“foundry”) and ATP services from an outsourced semiconductor assembly and test firm (Figure 4). OSATs, in spite of the name, also provide packaging services. And IDMs and OSATs (and some foundries) use materials and equipment to assemble, test, and package finished semiconductors.

Advanced packaging, like conventional packaging, is currently provided via two business models: (1) in-house ATP services performed by IDMs and foundries post-fabrication; and (2) OSAT firms for third-party customers. OSAT customers can include IDMs, fabless firms, and foundries.

**Figure 4. The Semiconductor Ecosystem**

![Diagram of the Semiconductor Ecosystem](source)

An earlier CSET report calculated that back-end ATP represented ~10 percent of the value of a finished chip, compared with roughly 45 percent value added by the design and front-end fabrication steps. A report from the Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA) and Boston Consulting Group (BCG) shares this finding, estimating that ATP contributes 6 percent of a chip’s value, while the overall industry segment is
responsible for 3 percent of industry research and development (R&D) and 13 percent of industry capital expenditures.22 As a result of this low value-added nature, companies have traditionally viewed the process of assembly, test, and packaging as a labor-intensive and low-margin activity and sought to minimize costs by outsourcing to third-party contract firms or internal company facilities located overseas.

Beginning as early as the 1960s, semiconductor manufacturers established factories in Asia to take advantage of low labor rates.23 Outside of the United States and Europe, the leading companies engaged in semiconductor fabrication today are headquartered in Singapore, Taiwan, South Korea, Japan, and China.24 Leading IDMs and foundries in Europe, the United States, South Korea, and Taiwan also have made considerable investments in advanced packaging, which is discussed below. The OSAT segment, however, is dominated by firms headquartered in Taiwan and China.

**How Packaging Is Done: Materials, Equipment, and Services**

The structure of the supply chain that supports semiconductor packaging mirrors that of the broader semiconductor supply chain. Suppliers of raw materials, components, and equipment provide intermediate inputs that are used by firms (OSATs, IDMs, or foundries) that operate large, sterile, and increasingly automated factories to process finished chips in preparation for their incorporation in electronic products. Importantly, firms supplying advanced packaging materials, equipment, and services also compete in the market for conventional packaging. There are few, if any, companies that solely provide products or services targeting the advanced packaging market.

The distinction between the assembly and packaging of semiconductors is increasingly blurred, especially when referring to advanced packaging. Semiconductor assembly refers to the process of inspecting fabricated wafers for defects, dicing wafers into operable individual chips, bonding those chips to a substrate or PCB, and encasing the chips to protect and connect them to the larger electronic system. Conventional semiconductor packaging is a subset of this market and refers to the materials, equipment, and services used to encase and label dies in their protective cases, protect the dies from the environment, and handle the final packaging of assembled dies. The term “advanced packaging” combines both of these processes, and increasingly also makes use of front-end processes and tools such as lithography and metrology equipment. As a result of these blurred lines, this section covers assembly and packaging holistically.25
Assembly and Packaging Materials

The market for assembly and packaging materials was estimated to be $19 billion in 2019. Firms in Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan lead in this market. Assembly and packaging materials primarily consist of substrates, ceramic packages, lead frames, and bonding wire. One leading OSAT firm reported that the principal materials on which it relied for its packaging processes were “lead frames, laminate substrates, gold and copper wire, mold compound, epoxy, tubes and trays.” These materials connect a fabricated chip to an encasing package, though the process and materials depend on the intended end use. One example of this process involves using bond wire to attach the chip to a lead frame. The lead frame transfers data between the chip and external devices. A protective ceramic package, plastic substrate, or encapsulant resin can also be bonded to the chip. Die attach materials including polymers and eutectic alloys are used to attach the chip to packages or substrates.

Table 2. Market for Semiconductor Assembly and Packaging Materials, 2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Percentage of Market</th>
<th>Select Leading Firms (Headquarters)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lead frames</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>SH Material (Japan), Mitsui High-tec (Japan), Shinko (Japan), Ningbo Kangqiang (China), Hualong (China), Trinity (China), Yongzhi (China)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bond wires</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>Heraeus (Japan), Tanaka Denshi (Japan), Nippon Micro (Japan), Doublink (China), Ningbo Kangqiang (China), YesDo (China), KDDX (China)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceramic packages</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>Amkor (U.S.), Quik-Pak (USA), NGK (Japan), Alent (UK), Hitachi (Japan), LG (South Korea), Henkel (Germany), Zhongwei (China), Yixing (China)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substrates</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>Ibiden (Japan), Nan Ya (Taiwan), Shinko (Japan), Samsung (South Korea), Shennan Circuits (China), Zuhai Yueya (China), Unimicron (Taiwan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encapsulation resins</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>Sumitomo (Japan), Henkel (Germany), Hitachi (Japan), Sinopaco (China), HHCK (China)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Die attach materials</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>Henkel (Germany), Hitachi (Japan), Sumitomo (Japan), Darbond (China), Hysol Huawei (China), Y-Bond (China)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Khan, Mann, and Peterson, "The Semiconductor Supply Chain," 61.
Assembly and Packaging Equipment

Assembly and packaging equipment and tools are used to take completed wafers and transform them into packaged individual chips. Traditionally, this process is accomplished using equipment that inspects finished wafers, “dices” them into individual integrated circuits, bonds those individual ICs to substrates, and packages the bonded ICs. Some advanced packaging techniques skip the process of dicing wafers and instead inspect them and bond them to a substrate before dicing in a process known as wafer-level packaging. Tools used in this process include those for assembly inspection, dicing, bonding, and integrated assembly. Packaging tools, a subset of assembly tools, consist of equipment used to encase and label dies in their protective covers, protect the dies from the environment, and handle the final packaging of assembled dies.

Assembly and packaging equipment is highly specialized. One leading OSAT reported that it primarily relied on wire bonders and die bonders to provide its packaging services, though “mold, singulation, die attach, ball attach and wafer backgrind” equipment was also used. Importantly, this firm noted that while many types of conventional packaging equipment could be quickly repurposed or “re-tooled,” advanced packaging equipment was more difficult to redeploy. In addition, advanced packaging equipment such as “sputter and spin coaters, electroplating equipment, [and] reflow ovens” had longer lead times for delivery and installations.\(^{30}\)
Table 3. Assembly and Packaging Equipment Types, Market Size, and Leading Firms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>2019 Market Size</th>
<th>Select Leading Firms (Headquarters)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assembly inspection</td>
<td>$270 million</td>
<td>KLA (USA), ASM Pacific (Singapore), Cohu (USA), Grand Tec (China)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dicing</td>
<td>$690 million</td>
<td>DISCO (Japan), Tokyo Seimitsu (Japan), Longhill (China)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonding</td>
<td></td>
<td>Besi (Netherlands), ASM Pacific (China), Canon (Japan), Hoson (China), PROTEC (South Korea), JIAFENG (China)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Die attaching</td>
<td>$800 million</td>
<td>Kulicke &amp; Soffa (Singapore), Hesse (Germany), Shinkawa (Japan), Jiafeng (China)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wire bonding</td>
<td>$550 million</td>
<td>ASM Pacific (Singapore), SSP (South Korea), KOSES (South Korea), DIAS Automation (China)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced interconnect</td>
<td>$68 million</td>
<td>TOWA (Japan), Besi (Netherlands), Hanmi (South Korea), Trinity Tech (China), Grand Tec (China)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packaging</td>
<td>$550 million</td>
<td>TOWA (Japan), Besi (Netherlands), Hanmi (South Korea), Trinity Tech (China), Grand Tec (China)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Khan, Mann, and Peterson, "The Semiconductor Supply Chain," 46.

**OSAT, IDM, and Foundry Packaging Vendors**

OSATs, IDMs, and foundries use the aforementioned materials and equipment to assemble and package finished wafers. Firms headquartered in Taiwan, the United States, China, South Korea, and Japan account for the vast majority of packaging market share when measured by sales. However, when measured by the locations of physical facilities, Asia is the clear leader. Recent estimates suggest China leads in the overall number of packaging facilities (114), followed by Taiwan (106), the rest of the Asia-Pacific (65), North America (35), Japan (27), and Europe (19). Though firms
headquartered in the United States and Europe maintain some market share, the Semiconductor Industry Association estimates that at least 81 percent of the world’s ATP capacity is physically located in Asia.\textsuperscript{32}

Figure 5. Country Market Shares for ATP, by Firm Headquarters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segment</th>
<th>Taiwan</th>
<th>United States</th>
<th>China</th>
<th>South Korea</th>
<th>Japan</th>
<th>Europe</th>
<th>Rest of World</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Assembly, Test, and Packaging (ATP)</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outsourced Semiconductor Assembly and Test (OSAT)</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated device manufacturer (IDM) ATP</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 4. ATP Sectors, Market Size, and Leading Firms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>2019 Market Size</th>
<th>Select Leading Firms (Headquarters)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outsourced semiconductor assembly and test</td>
<td>$28 billion</td>
<td>ASE (Taiwan), Amkor (USA), JCET (China), Powertech (Taiwan), TongFu (China), Tianshui (China), UTAC (Singapore), others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-house ATP (by foundries and IDMs)</td>
<td>$25 billion</td>
<td>Intel (USA), Samsung (USA), S.K. Hynix (South Korea), Micron (USA), TSMC (Taiwan), others</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

U.S. Policy and Advanced Packaging

While the United States continues to lead in semiconductor design, it has seen a consistent decline in fabrication capacity. U.S.-based ATP capacity has seen a similar decline. Though there are several dozen U.S.-headquartered packaging vendors capable of providing boutique low-volume services, North America’s share of global packaging capacity is only 3 percent. In general, U.S. firms (with the exception of Intel) lack high-volume packaging capacity, and the associated ecosystem (substrates, wafer bumping, equipment) is also lacking.

The CHIPS Act aims to reverse this trend. It includes several provisions related to advanced packaging. These represent a substantial effort by the U.S. government to establish and expand the advanced packaging ecosystem in the United States. Specifically, these provisions provide funding to establish a variety of advanced packaging research and development programs and could, theoretically, also be used to expand advanced packaging capacity in the United States, depending on how the funds are allocated and projects prioritized. Importantly, many of these provisions were funded as part of the U.S. Innovation and Competition Act (USICA), by the U.S. Senate in June 2021, which is now being reconciled in a conference committee with the America COMPETES Act passed by the U.S. House of Representatives in February 2022.

Table 5. Recent U.S. Legislation Related to Advanced Packaging

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relevant Sections of 2021 NDAA</th>
<th>Colloquial Name</th>
<th>USICA Funding of 2021 NDAA</th>
<th>USICA FY22 Funding</th>
<th>USICA Funding FY23–26</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Section 9902</td>
<td>Mature Node Fabrication</td>
<td>Sec. 1002 (a)(3)(A)</td>
<td>$2 billion</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section 9903 (b)</td>
<td>DOD Microelectronics R&amp;D Network</td>
<td>Sec. 1002 (b)</td>
<td>$400 million</td>
<td>$400 million per year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section 9906 (c)(2)(A)(i)</td>
<td>National Semiconductor Technology Center</td>
<td>Sec. 1002 (a)(2)(A)</td>
<td>$2 billion</td>
<td>Amounts divided between Section 9906 (c)/(d)/(e)/(f):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section 9906 (d)</td>
<td>National Advanced Packaging</td>
<td></td>
<td>$2.5 billion</td>
<td>FY23: $2B FY24: $1.3B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
USICA allocates $2 billion to provide federal assistance to incentivize investment in facilities and equipment in support of the "fabrication, assembly, testing, or advanced packaging of semiconductors at mature technology nodes."36 USICA also provides $400 million per year (FY22–26) to support the establishment and operation of a Department of Defense Microelectronics research and development network. Some of this funding could be directed toward advanced packaging research, given the myriad DOD electronics packaging requirements. Finally, USICA provides research and development investments in the form of $2 billion for a National Semiconductor Technology Center, $2.5 billion for a National Advanced Packaging Manufacturing Program, and $500 million for a Manufacturing USA Institute in FY22 to support advanced packaging, among other microelectronics research priorities.37 Supplemental funding for these latter programs is also provided for FY23–26 to the tune of $1.1–$2 billion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section 9906 (f)</th>
<th>Manufacturing Program</th>
<th>FY25: $1.1B FY26: $1.8B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing USA Institute</td>
<td>$500 million</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s compilation derived from Public Law No: 116-283 and S.1260 - United States Innovation and Competition Act of 2021.
Re-Shoring Advanced Packaging in the United States

The aforementioned policies are all worthy aspirations, but the simple fact is that leading foundries and OSATs (nearly all of which are headquartered in Asia, as noted) have very little economic incentive to build an advanced packaging facility in the United States. The costs of re-shoring advanced packaging necessitate a well-defined strategy that makes efficient use of funds to target specific technologies in the advanced packaging ecosystem. At the same time, the thinking behind this strategy should accept that the economics of re-shoring the broader ATP ecosystem prevent a return of meaningful capacity to the United States. Policymakers should accept that there is almost no economic case for re-shoring mature packaging technologies and instead focus on a strategy that targets advanced packaging specifically. The policy should consist of three pillars:

• Increase advanced packaging facility capacity in the United States

• Increase production of advanced packaging equipment and materials in the United States

• Target research and development that supports innovation in advanced packaging

Increase advanced packaging facility capacity in the United States

Industry analysts expect that there will be 29 new fab construction projects started by the end of 2022. These 29 fabs are estimated to produce up to 14.5 million wafers per year (in 300 mm equivalents). This increased wafer fabrication capacity necessitates more advanced packaging capacity in particular, and ATP capacity more generally, to maintain processing volumes. Current ATP capital expenditure investment levels will need to be sustained or expanded so that OSATs, IDMs, and foundries have the capacity in place to assemble, test, and package the increased wafer fabrication capacity as it comes on line. OSATs, IDMs, and foundries are all contemplating new construction of ATP facilities to meet this greater demand, and the United States should provide incentives to encourage firms to establish or expand ATP capacity domestically.

Congress is considering allocating billions of dollars directly and indirectly to support the advanced packaging ecosystem. In addition to the $2.5 billion National Advanced Packaging Manufacturing Program, which is primarily an R&D effort, several lines of funding identified by the CHIPS Act are available as incentives for advanced packaging
facility construction. For example, if the $2 billion earmarked for "fabrication, assembly, testing, or advanced packaging of semiconductors at mature technology nodes" were to be directed specifically to advanced packaging support for mature nodes, these incentives would meaningfully encourage the establishment of new advanced packaging facilities in the United States. Except for Intel, no firms operate high-volume advanced packaging facilities in the United States. As a result, modeling the cost of a U.S.-based AP facility’s construction and operations is difficult. Intel has previously estimated that it would cost $650–$875 million to relocate its ATP facility from China to another country. Its public financial filings also indicate that it estimates the current value of its China-based ATP facility at around $851 million. Meanwhile, Amkor recently estimated that Phase 1 of its new facility in Vietnam required initial capital expenditures of $200–$250 million. In addition to the cost of construction, packaging facility costs must take into account reoccurring operations such as labor and utility rates, which vary substantially between Asia and the United States.

In order to make these funds go as far as possible, policymakers should also direct incentives to foundries and IDMs that have plans to expand semiconductor fabrication capabilities in the United States, and should preferentially direct incentive funds to projects that include a front-end fab co-located with a back-end ATP facility, ideally an advanced packaging facility. Large foundries and IDMs already prefer to co-locate their advanced packaging operations with the fabrication operations, and providing incentives for them to do so in the United States would maximize this return on investment. Additional funds could be provided to leading OSATs interested in establishing advanced packaging operations in the United States. Importantly, there is a wide variety of techniques and technologies today that constitute advanced packaging, and no approach has emerged as dominant. As a result, policymakers should target incentives at firms that are providing a variety of packaging services, from wafer-level to flip chip-BGA. These incentives could also be conditioned based on a facility’s capacity, using as reference points cleanroom square footage and wafer processing size.

**Increase supply of advanced packaging materials in the United States to reduce supply chain vulnerabilities**

IC substrates are of particular importance to advanced packaging, and in this market, the presence of U.S. firms as well as U.S. production is extremely limited. IC substrates are used in a wide variety of electronics destined for aerospace, in particular with military applications. The sole U.S.-based supplier of IC substrates suitable for advanced packaging reports that 36 percent of its total net sales (which included IC
substrates and PCBs, among other electronic components) comes from the aerospace and defense market.

Within the supply chain for advanced packaging, there is an especially acute shortage of the IC substrate material. Of particular concern are Ajinomoto Build Up film substrates. These are used in packaging processes for high-end CPU, GPU and 5G networking chips by major chipmakers, including Intel, AMD, and Nvidia.

Fires in October 2020 and February 2021 at Taiwanese producers of substrates exacerbated this supply crunch, leading to delays of up to 40 weeks for certain substrates.

Suppliers are investing up to $5 billion to expand FC-BGA substrate capacity, but more capacity will be available by late 2022 at the earliest, and it is all located outside the United States. An advanced substrate processing facility costs $300 million (Intel has estimated $1 billion), and the equipment to operate such a facility currently has a two-year lead time. In spite of the anticipated capacity expansions described here, one industry association estimates that increased capacity will meet just 78 percent of demand for these substrates by 2025.

One industry association also found that the barriers to entry for the FC-BGA substrate market include an investment of more than $1 billion, market leaders’ 20-year head start, and the need for a 1,000-person workforce for every facility. Conversely, a South Korean PCB manufacturer recently opened a new facility in Malaysia at a cost of $121 million and reported that it will produce both PCBs and substrates. Given the increasing importance of substrates, some funds could be directed to encourage the formation of one or more joint ventures (either between an OSAT and a substrate supplier, a foundry/IDM and substrate supplier, or a substrate and PCB supplier) to increase domestic production of IC substrates.

**Target research and development that supports advanced packaging**

Innovation in advanced packaging materials, equipment, and services is essential to future U.S. semiconductor leadership. Improvements that increase semiconductor performance while reducing power consumption, cost, and form factor should be prioritized. In addition, innovations that are easily commercialized, flexible, and scalable should be prioritized. This section argues that the United States should fund advanced packaging innovations related to chiplets and heterogeneous integration, equipment automation, and wafer-level packaging based on these factors.
Chiplets and Heterogeneous Integration

Chiplets have risen in popularity as the costs of producing leading-edge chips has increased, the number of firms capable of producing such chips has decreased, and Moore’s Law has slowed. According to one firm, the semiconductor industry is in the process of “adopting a chiplet based approach to reduce the overall cost, improve the individual yields and deliver required performance.” Industry analysts expect that chiplets will be a key enabler of advances in semiconductors “for the next 10–20 years.” A industry consortium consisting of representatives from leading technology firms was recently established to standardize the chiplet ecosystem.

A chiplet “is an integrated circuit block that has been specifically designed to communicate with other chiplets, to form larger more complex ICs. Thus, in large and complex chip designs the design is subdivided into functional circuit blocks, often reusable IP blocks, called ‘chiplets,’ that are manufactured and recombined on high density interconnect.” In essence, chiplets are a way to make an electronic system behave like it is one integrated circuit, when in fact it is composed of several different smaller integrated circuits. This is accomplished via heterogeneous integration, “the integration of separately manufactured components into a higher-level assembly (System in Package—SiP) that, in the aggregate, provides enhanced functionality and improved operating characteristics.”

Chiplets offer four main advantages: (1) they are small, which increases the number of operable chips per wafer (“yield”) and thus economies of scale; (2) they allow for heterogeneous integration of advanced and mature-node chips on the same system, collectively increasing system performance; (3) customers can mix and match or customize various chiplets to optimize system performance for their specific applications; (4) chiplets enable a combination of disparate material systems (e.g., gallium nitride, or GaN) to provide better performance than using just silicon.

Advanced packaging systems, materials, and equipment are all essential for enabling the die-to-die interconnects on which chiplets rely. While chiplets are not a package type, they make use of advanced packaging to integrate different types of chips to form larger and more complex chips that have increased performance and functionality. Increasing the adoption and consumption of chiplets will be contingent on advanced packaging innovations. AMD reports that its chiplet-based prototypes are 15 percent faster than its conventionally packaged equivalent offerings.
**Emergence of Fan-Out Wafer-Level Packaging**

Fan-out wafer-level packaging (FOWLP) refers to the process of packaging a finished semiconductor die while still in wafer form, either singly or combined with additional dies or other components such as discrete passive devices, or functional components such as microelectromechanical systems or radio-frequency filters. This allows the production of wafer- and panel-level packaging using heterogeneous integration. The main advantages of FOWLP are the “substrate-less package, lower thermal resistance, higher performance due to shorter interconnects together with direct IC connection by thin film metallization instead of wire bonds or flip chip bumps and lower parasitic effects.”

Interestingly, unlike other parts of the semiconductor supply chain, the supply chain for FOWLP is expanding. Analysts assess that there were ~5 firms engaged in FOWLP in 2019, and this number has now grown to 11 in 2021. The technology is being adopted and popularized by TSMC in particular, and is seeing increased adoption among its clients’ systems as a result. As of 2020, TSMC maintained 66.9 percent of the market share for fan-out advanced packaging. Incentives should be directed to encourage TSMC to co-locate an advanced packaging facility with its Arizona fab to increase U.S. domestic capacity for wafer-level packaging.

One example of FOWLP’s benefits that is particularly relevant to AI comes from the U.S. chip startup Cerebras. Cerebras designs so-called Wafer Scale Engines (WSEs), an application-specific integrated circuit that encompasses an entire wafer and is optimized for machine learning tasks. However, as previously discussed, even the fastest chips are constrained by the input/output capacity of their packaging. As a result, reports indicate that Cerebras is partnering with TSMC (its fabrication partner) to develop a wafer-scale package using TSMC’s fan-out process to preserve the size advantage/compute advantage that wafer-level processing creates, and to increase compute-related advances in artificial intelligence research and development. One U.S. Department of Energy laboratory reports that Cerebras’s technology is providing modeling results 300 times faster than its previous system. Further advances in how these WSEs are packaged would increase speeds, and doing so in the United States would benefit innovative U.S. firms and government customers.

**Advanced Packaging Equipment Innovation**

As packaging techniques such as FOWLP increase in popularity, the equipment and tools that support them must necessarily innovate to meet the demand. Importantly, these innovations in equipment also mean that packaging will become increasingly automated, which potentially will change labor rates and their role in modeling future
advanced packaging facility costs. In particular, wafer-level packaging places unique demands on equipment, because it necessitates verification that the fabricated wafer contains the maximum number of operable chips. This quality control step was traditionally considered a front-end semiconductor fabrication activity, but it is increasingly performed in support of back-end advanced packaging requirements. These requirements have opened new business lines for large (primarily U.S.-based) suppliers of semiconductor manufacturing equipment. More and more, they are now offering products to serve the advanced packaging market. One example of this is California-based KLA, a supplier of quality and process-control equipment that leads the worldwide market for front-end metrology equipment used in semiconductor fabrication. KLA has recently started providing high-sensitivity defect-detection tools for advanced wafer-level packaging.71

Figure 6. Advanced Packaging, Moving from Back End to Front End

Back-end advanced packaging increasingly resembles front-end semiconductor fabrication in terms of its need for automation. The more advanced packaging can be automated, the more U.S. equipment firms will benefit and labor rates will decrease as a deciding factor when firms choose where to locate ATP facilities. The United States is poised to benefit from these trends and should make investments in support of it.
Recommendations

Based on observable industry trends and the analysis outlined in this paper, any effort to increase semiconductor supply chain resilience must take advanced packaging into account. Below are several recommendations to inform this effort:

- **Leverage CHIPS Act funds to incentivize increased domestic advanced packaging capacity.**
  
  - Multiple provisions within the CHIPS Act authorize, but do not require, funds to be directed toward advanced packaging projects. To the extent possible, policymakers should use this latitude to focus funds on efforts that increase domestic advanced packaging capacity and research and development.

- **Preferentially direct CHIPS Act funds to semiconductor fabrication project proposals that include concurrent and co-located investments in advanced packaging capabilities.**
  
  - Large foundries and IDMs such as TSMC, Samsung, and Intel already prefer to co-locate their advanced packaging operations with the fabrication operations, and providing incentives for them to do so in the United States would maximize this return on investment. For example, TSMC and Samsung have ongoing fab construction projects in Arizona and Texas respectively. Both companies have not announced plans to add an advanced packaging facility to their respective projects, but they should be encouraged to do so.

- **Encourage the formation of a U.S.-based joint venture with a leading supplier of IC substrates used in advanced packaging.**
  
  - The United States currently lacks sufficient variety and volume of IC substrate capacity to meet advanced packaging demand. Increasing domestic IC substrate capacity would improve advanced packaging supply chain resilience, and semiconductor supply chain resilience more generally.
• Provide incentives that encourage at least one leading OSAT to establish an advanced packaging facility in the United States that provides commercially viable FC-BGA.

• Use funds from the National Advanced Packaging Manufacturing Program to promote advanced packaging innovation.

  o There is a wide variety of techniques and technologies today that constitute advanced packaging, and no approach has emerged as dominant. Policymakers should target R&D funds at firms and consortia that are providing a variety of packaging services, from wafer-level to flip chip-BGA. These incentives could also be conditioned based on facility capacity, using as reference points cleanroom square footage and wafer processing size.

  o For example, funds could be used to:

    ▪ Establish a public private partnership between U.S. OSATs and IDMs and a U.S. university that features a Class 10,000 cleanroom engaged in research and development of IC substrates and advanced packaging technologies.

    ▪ Promote innovation in chiplets, wafer-level packaging, and packaging equipment automation.
Conclusion

The United States semiconductor industry and the U.S. government are engaged in ambitious plans to expand domestic semiconductor manufacturing capacity. This paper argues that targeted investment incentives to increase U.S.-based advanced packaging capacity are also important for increasing semiconductor supply chain resilience.
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Appendix. The Advanced Packaging Ecosystem: Supply, Demand, and Firm Leadership

**OSAT, IDM, and Foundry Packaging Vendors**

As of 2020, the top 10 leading firms engaged in advanced packaging accounted for 93 percent of all advanced packaging capacity. These 10 firms are located in Taiwan (48 percent of all capacity), the United States (22 percent), China (14 percent), and South Korea (9 percent). As Figure A shows, Taiwanese-headquartered OSAT firms and foundries (ASE Group, TSMC, Chipbond, and ChipMOS) collectively maintain a leading position in advanced packaging, followed by OSATs and IDMs headquartered in the United States (Amkor and Intel), China (JCET, Huatian) and South Korea (Samsung, Nepes).

Figure A. Advanced Packaging 2020 Wafer Split by Country (300 mm equivalent)

Many of these same firms also lead in conventional packaging and are making substantial investments to expand their advantage in advanced packaging. Firms in the United States and Taiwan are the leaders in advanced packaging–focused capital expenditures.

Table A. 2020 Leading Advanced Packaging Capital Expenditures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Firm</th>
<th>HQ Country</th>
<th>AP CapEx ($B)</th>
<th>AP CapEx Split</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intel</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSMC</td>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASE Group</td>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>S. Korea</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amkor</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JCET</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Advanced Packaging Equipment

The leading firms engaged in AP equipment are, with few exceptions, firms that also lead in the markets for conventional packaging and assembly equipment. These firms are primarily based in Japan, Taiwan, South Korea, and China. For example, DISCO, a Japanese corporation, provides a variety of specialized equipment used in back-end assembly, and its advanced packaging tools are particularly valued. In addition to those designed specifically for advanced packaging uses, conventional packaging tools such as laminators, plating systems, and drilling systems are also used.

Firms in Europe and the United States are competitive in some sub-segments of advanced packaging equipment, particularly because advanced packaging increasingly makes use of techniques and tools that traditionally are found in front-end semiconductor manufacturing, such as lithography, etch, and deposition, areas in which these firms are already competitive. For example, Applied Materials, a leading provider of deposition equipment used in front-end semiconductor fabrication, also offers tools for use in wafer-level packaging.

Advanced Packaging Materials

With few exceptions, the leading firms engaged in the supply of AP materials are based in Asia. The materials consist of IC substrates, some of which are essential to
advanced packaging, and others used in bumping or lead frames. IC substrates are particularly important in advanced packaging, especially FC-BGA substrates, which are used in artificial intelligence accelerators, automotive electronics, and high-performance computers. Firms headquartered in Asia lead in this market as well (Table B).

Table B. Firm Leadership in the IC Substrate Market, 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Firm</th>
<th>Headquarters</th>
<th>FY20 Sales ($M)</th>
<th>Market Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unimicron</td>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>1,635</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibiden</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>1,240</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEMCO</td>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>1,092</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nan Ya PCB</td>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>945</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shinko</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>876</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simmtech</td>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>728</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinsus</td>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>669</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daeduck</td>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG Innotek</td>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT&amp;S</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASE Material</td>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyocera</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shennan Circuit</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea Circuits</td>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toppan Printing</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td></td>
<td>783</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Countries and Regions That Lead in Advanced Packaging

East Asia

By any metric (firm headquarters, revenue, capacity, or factory location), Asia remains the center of gravity for semiconductor packaging and advanced packaging. Today, 9 of the 10 largest OSAT firms by revenue are headquartered in mainland China (3), Taiwan (5), and Singapore (1). There are also several leading firms in the top 25 headquartered in South Korea and Japan. Additionally, leading OSAT firms have a
notable physical presence (i.e., factories) in countries such as the Philippines and Malaysia. This regional concentration is due in large part to physical proximity to China’s market and the many Chinese firms engaged in electronic component assembly.

Firms in Taiwan, Japan, and South Korea lead in advanced packaging. Taiwan's ASE Group (26 percent), TSMC (15 percent), Chipbond (5 percent), and ChipMOS (2 percent) are all among the top 10 firms in 2020, when measured by advanced packaging wafers. South Korea's Samsung (6 percent) and Nepes (3 percent) are also among the top 10. Taiwan’s competitiveness is particularly notable: firms in Taiwan account for nearly 50 percent of worldwide advanced packaging capacity (see Figure 1 above, "Advanced Packaging 2020 Wafer Split by Country (300 mm equivalent)").

Firms in East Asia also lead in advanced packaging equipment. Firms in Japan are particularly strong in this sub-segment of the market. Companies such as USHIO supply specialty lithography steppers used in packaging and Japan’s Nichigo is a leading supplier of laminating equipment.

Firms in East Asia also lead in packaging materials. Japan’s Ajinomoto is the chief supplier of build-up substrates, and another Japanese firm, Sekisui Chemical, is expanding production of build-up films as well. Companies in Taiwan account for 40 percent of global flip chip bumping capacity, followed by South Korean firms with 27 percent.

IC substrates, which account for roughly 50 percent of the overall market for ATP materials, are largely produced by firms in East Asia at facilities located in the region. There are 26 IC substrate production facilities spread between Japan (14), South Korea (7), and Taiwan (5), collectively representing 69 percent of global capacity.

Many of these businesses have recently announced large capital expenditures to support the advanced packaging requirements of large semiconductor manufacturers such as TSMC and Intel. Intel entered into a deal with Samsung Electro-Mechanic (SEMCO) to increase its supply of FC-BGA substrates, and reports indicate that TSMC has been increasing cooperation with Ibiden and Unimicron in support of its advanced packaging technologies.

**China**

Chinese-headquartered firms are making large and well-documented investments to accelerate domestic semiconductor industry development in line with government guidance. By some estimates, Chinese-headquartered OSATs (such as JCET and
Tongfu Microelectronics) maintain 21 percent of the market share, while Chinese-headquartered IDMs maintain 6 percent of the market share in ATP. The Semiconductor Industry Association estimates that 22 percent of all ATP facilities in the world are located in China. These statistics underrepresent Chinese competitiveness in ATP. Measured by installed capacity, China maintains 38 percent of the worldwide market for ATP. This is partially because large international IDMs have chosen to locate high-volume ATP facilities in China. For example, U.S.-headquartered IDMs such as Onsemi, Qorvo, and Micron all operate ATP facilities in China.

Firms in China are also competitive in advanced packaging. The JCET Group (11 percent) and Tianshui Huatian (3 percent) are among the top 10 firms worldwide when measured by advanced packaging wafer split. In 2020, JCET’s AP wafer split (in 300 mm equivalents) was 81 percent flip chip, 14 percent fan-in, and 5 percent fan-out on a total of 3.4 million AP wafers. In general, analysts characterize Chinese OSAT firm AP capabilities (especially in WLPs and 2.5D/3D) as lagging behind industry leaders, yet poised to catch up due to mergers and acquisitions and government support.

There are also reports that China’s leading foundry, SMIC, plans to invest in advanced packaging capacity. SMIC formed a joint venture with JCET, China’s leading OSAT, in 2014 to co-locate some facilities related to back-end manufacturing. SMIC also raised $6.6 billion through its July 2020 initial public offering, and analysts expect it to invest in high-end AP capacity (3D SoC, 2.5D, hybrid bonding, etc.) and evolve to a foundry model that copies TSMC’s offering of both foundry and advanced packaging services. No other Chinese foundry or IDM has meaningful AP capacity.

Chinese firms are not particularly competitive in the market for conventional packaging equipment and are even less competitive for advanced packaging equipment. Small firms such as Wenyi Trinity Technology are among the top 10 suppliers of packaging tools when measured by sales, but their sales figures are less than one-tenth of those of the field’s leading suppliers.

Chinese firms are, however, competitive in the market for packaging materials. There are seven notable substrate production facilities in China, representing 18 percent of worldwide capacity. Companies such as Shennan Circuit and ZDT have announced plans to enter the FC-BGA substrate market. Notably, Shennan Circuit has announced its intent to construct a $925 million substrate facility in Guangzhou.
United States

U.S.-headquartered IDMs (such as Intel and Texas Instruments) account for 43 percent of worldwide IDM ATP, and U.S.-headquartered OSATs (for example, Amkor) account for 15 percent of all ATP.\(^{102}\) However these metrics of firm and country-level competitiveness mask the overall decline in U.S. domestic ATP capacity and advanced packaging in general. Nearly all U.S.-headquartered firms engaged in ATP, with the exception of Intel, choose to locate the majority of their ATP assets and capacity in Asia.

The most prominent example of this trend is Amkor, one of the leading ATP firms in the world. Amkor maintains its corporate headquarters in Tempe, Arizona, but 99.7 percent of its physical assets (by value) are located overseas, primarily in South Korea, China, and Taiwan.\(^{103}\) In addition, as shown on each company’s 10-K form for the Securities and Exchange Commission filing, Intel (Chengdu), Micron (Xi’an), Onsemi (Leshan, Shenzhen, and Suzhou), Qorvo (Beijing and Dezhou), and Western Digital (Shanghai and Shenzhen) all have ATP facilities located in China. The cumulative result of this trend is that, when measuring competitiveness by installed capacity and geographic location of facilities, the United States only has 3 percent of worldwide ATP capacity.\(^{104}\)

This trend extends to advanced packaging, where several U.S. firms such as Amkor (17 percent) and Intel (5 percent) are both among the top 10 firms when measured by advanced packaging wafer split.\(^{105}\) However because all of Amkor’s advanced packaging capacity is located in its Asia-based facilities, U.S. domestic AP competitiveness is limited to Intel’s packaging assets. There are also several dozen suppliers of low-volume boutique packaging services, some of which may be considered “advanced” but are not necessarily optimized for the sort of high-volume, low-cost processing provided by advanced packaging competitors in Asia.\(^{106}\)

U.S. firms also account for 23 percent of the market for advanced packaging equipment.\(^{107}\) This competitive position may expand as large U.S. firms like Applied Materials, Lam Research, and KLA are making considerable investments in developing advanced packaging equipment deposition, etch, and metrology systems.\(^{108}\)

In advanced packaging materials, U.S. firms have a limited market share. Only one U.S. supplier of IC substrates is suitable for advanced packaging,\(^{109}\) the United States has just 6.5 percent of worldwide capacity for bumping (most of which is owned by IDMs for internal use), and there are no suppliers of lead frames in the United States.\(^{110}\)
Several U.S. firms have announced plans to begin or expand packaging capacity at U.S.-based facilities. SkyWater, a Minnesota-based foundry, is investing in an advanced packaging facility in Florida.\textsuperscript{111} Northrop Grumman recently opened a new packaging facility to support its defense microelectronics business.\textsuperscript{112} And Intel was recently awarded a DOD contract for a State-of-the-Art Heterogeneous Integration Prototype (SHIP) program focused on packaging.\textsuperscript{113} On top of that, Intel is in the process of investing $3.5 billion to augment its existing facility in Rio Rancho, New Mexico, to support advanced packaging for internal company products and foundry customers.\textsuperscript{114}
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